
UNCERTAINTY MAP

Pearsonâ€™s uncertainty map provides a framework for analyzing and understanding uncertainty in the innovation
process. It also determines the type of management skills needed for different degrees of uncertainty. The axes then
divide producing four quadrants, namely.

Both of these offer an overview of the factors that influence the innovation process. Team collaboration tools
Definition of Strategy Uncertainty Mapping A Strategy Uncertainty Map is a model that is used to navigate
uncertain situations inevitably encountered during the strategy or innovation process. How can the uncertainty
map help managers? Amazon developing the Kindle , and transformational innovation which is mainly about
developing new products for new markets e. Question 3 How can the uncertainty map help managers? Google
launching GMail or developing new products for new markets e. The challenge with this approach is that the
categorization of both the risk impact and the probability are estimations based on currently available
information and knowledge. Technology projects and programmes introduce changes over a defined timeline.
Only the largest firms, for example Microsoft, Siemens and Mercedes are able to operate across all areas.
Activities here center mostly on improving existing products or creating new products through a combination
of market opportunity and technical capability. To learn more about using the Portfolio Map, sign up for
updates on our upcoming book, The Invincible Company. It is faced by both small and large firms as well as
established bureaucratic firms and new organic and dynamic firms. Here they explore the potential uses of
known technology, and management efforts center on which markets to enter, as well as discovering how to
use the technology most effectively. The solution is to perform assessments at regular intervals to update
mitigation plans and create new ones. From Assessment to Implementation The following diagram shows how
risks can be mitigated using this model: Reducing the level of uncertainty can be achieved in several ways
with the objective being to increase knowledge. Answer: The conductor of any orchestra has to try to organise
a large group of highly creative and talented individual musicians. Managing your innovation portfolio. Can
organisations operate across the entire spectrum of innovation activities? It contains ongoing activity within
say, manufacturing companies that continually examine production processes looking for inefficiencies and
ways to reduce costs. Answer: This question refers to Pearsons uncertainty map. A risk, which has been
clearly identified and understood, would have a low level of uncertainty. Question 4 Discuss the challenges
faced by a conductor of an orchestra and the extent to which these are similar to that of managing research in
an organisation? Question 5 Discuss the main organisational characteristics that facilitate the innovation
process. Answer: You need to refer to Table 3. Uncertainty about means denotes unknown methods for
achieving project goals and uncertainty about the processes. Question 6 Explain the key individual roles
within the innovation process and the activities they perform. Specifically, the project team might know what
technologies they will use to create a product or improve a procedure but do not know what market would be
the best to enter in order to sell their improved product or service, or how to use the technology to accrue the
most profit. In situations such as these, the project leader will have to decide which of the potential solutions is
the best one to pursue. Uncertainty is the central characteristic of innovation. For example, project leaders
might not know how to navigate a new market, handle a new client base or operate unfamiliar technologies
needed for project completion. Yet, at the same the conductor needs his musicians to perform at their best, so
he can hardly go around scolding them. Published in , this framework uses the two dimensions of product
versus market to identify four key strategic decisions that leaders have to make: improving existing products
for existing markets e. The McKinsey framework is perhaps the most popular of them all. Harvard Business
Review, 90 5 ,  Managers have to make timely decisions because while certainty is highest for them, so it is
for the competition. Considering Uncertainty One method we developed to provide further visibility into the
risk assessment process is to look at the level of uncertainty in each specific risk. These frameworks use
different dimensions that hide in plain sight, the real challenge that leaders are facing - i. So the estimate of
risk impact and risk probability are limited by the lack of experience and could be much higher or lower than
assumed. This may be achieved by bringing in additional expertise, casting the net wider to learn from other
projects which have had similar situations, proof of concept testing, or other forms of early testing. We can be
relatively certain of success because we are working on known products for known customers using our
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current business model. It addresses the nature of the uncertainty and the way it changes over time, and
provides managers with knowledge to make a decision and transform ideas into innovation. Generally,
managers are looking for ways to improve the appearance or streamline the technology of projects that fall
into this category or create new projects entirely. An example of this could be the risk of finding a suitable
project manager with the right experience and skills, which could delay the project start. It is not something
that can be solved; it must just be managed as best as one can.


